
12/18/22

1. Praise - Jimmy’s oath of office went very well

2. Jeraleen’s family - God would guide and direct

3. Joshua - taking test on Thursday for HiSet

4. Praise - for healing of those who had been sick

5. Sunday - no fellowship next week, but we will start the New Year together on January 1st


12/11/22

1. Kevin - continued healing and health

2. Thankful for traveling mercies

3. Those who are sick and those who are recovering from being sick

4. Wednesday - Jimmy will be sworn in as sheriff

5. Good program on Thursday at Hilltop - for the gospel being given

6. Schools coming to an end for 2022

7. Bennie’s friend Brian - now legally blind from drinking - wisdom for Bennie in dealing with 

him and for Brian and what he needs to do with his life


12/4/22

1. Traveling mercies - Gina - picking up Michael in Flagstaff

2. Larsen family is also traveling

3. In this holiday season - for people to acknowledge Christ and know that He is the reason 

for our hope

4. Kevin is feeling better

5. Those who are recovering or are sick now

6. Jeraleen’s job - changes in the administration - leadership in the Navajo Nation


11/27/22

1. Jim and Linda - thankful for everyone’s prayer and offers of help

2. Debbie - Steve Benally passed away and services will be tomorrow

3. Kevin - strength and health

4. Jimmy is to be sworn in on Dec 14th

5. Alferda - strength, guidance, health - for her family

6. Norma - Ray and Anna - both in hospital - Ray - throat cancer, Anna for covid and kidney 

failure

7. Rita - Suzanne - still has dizziness and lack of energy - doctors don’t know why - Lisa is in 

Window Rock - had gotten the respiratory illness - going back to Houston this week


11/13/22

1. Praise for Jimmy winning the election - prayer for wisdom and walking in the way that God 

wants him to walk

2. Election results - things that are evil that are being called good

3. Continued prayer for Norma’s brother Ray who is dealing throat cancer

4. Jeraleen’s family

5. Clarice - wisdom and strength to stand up for what is right in her home and community


11/6/22

1. Praise - safe travels from Florida

2. Norma - brother Ray - throat cancer




3. Gloria - healing 

4. April is traveling for doctor appointments with Ashley

5. Elections this week


10/30/22

1. Praise - Gina made it through the week - Noah feeling better - cough becoming productive

2. Praise for Linda’s safe travel - and will be returning home on the 4th

3. Praise for Bonnie’s granddaughter - going back to school after the hurricane

4. Holly is feeling better but has a lingering cough

5. Eleanor - in hospital for health reasons - God’s will to be done in her situation - comfort for 

her family for children and grandchilden

6. Keith and Rhonda - recovering from Covid - still trying to recover energy


10/23/22

1. Linda will be traveling to FL on Tuesday - Sunday (30th) and Monday (31st) will be Zoom 

only - coming home on Nov 4th

2. Suzanne is in remission - beginning to feel better - not able to find the blood loss - continue 

prayer for her healing and strength - Lisa as she continues to deal with the loss of her 
husband - Rita’s safe travels and birthday


3. Keith and Rhonda (Linda’s brother and his wife) - both have Covid - not doing very well

4. Jeraleen - healing for Holly as she has cough and cold

5. Linda - head cold - healing 

6. Noah - has coughing and cold - Gina - wisdom and knowledge with her work this coming 

week

7. Elections that are coming up

8. We see the shadows of the end times everywhere we look

9. Praise the Lord for the moisture, snow, and reminder that winter is coming


10/16/22

1. Wanda - celebrating her birthday

2. Bonnie - still a long time of clean-up - some schools are going to open next week - others 

too damaged

3. Jimmy’s run for sheriff - needs a cloud or fire - election on Nov 8th

4. Megan and Maggie are traveling today - Maggie has retired

5. Praise for our internet being up

6. Hannah - still looking for a place for her parents - brother Hank is doing better - test results 

look good


10/2/22

1. Praise for Bonnie’s family making it through the storm

2. Rustin’s family - prayer - no electric, no water, no school, no jobs?

3. The people that have been effected by the storm - death toll rising

4. Praise God for what we have and not take it for granted - we need to have a thankful heart, 

and peaceful soul

5. Keeping a peaceful spirit in the midst of the world in turmoil


9/25/22

1. Praise - the Larsen family feeling better




2. Suzanne and the Shirleson family

3. Hurricane Ian coming in - families in the path

4. God is trying to get our attention and get people to look

5. Schools as they continue in session

6. Praise - fire season is coming to an end in Oregon

7. Those who are affected by the fires

8. The Jews who are celebrating Yom Teruah but missing Jesus - what it was pointing to - 

their salvation


9/18/22

1. Suzanne getting scans done tomorrow and going in for a procedure on Wed to try to 

determine why she is bleeding internally and abnormal blood work - wisdom for the 
doctors - Rita is flying out of Gallup to go down to be with her


2. Shelly will start her job in wound care in October - praise for that answer

3. Lisa - meeting with a Realtor on Wed about her house sale - process to move back to 

Window Rock

4. Praise for work that Rita and Milt have been able to get done - pray for Ian their neighbor 

that God will work in his life

5. Larsen family - feeling better but still recovering


9/11/22

1. April is home - praise the Lord for safe journeys

2. Daliah - sick

3. Norma - still dealing with dizziness - may be coming from diabetes

4. Larsen’s - traveling for work

5. Shelly - April’s neighbor - wisdom for whether she should take wound care position

6. Casey - still waiting for the tests to come back, wisdom for the doctors, and how to help 

her - patience as she waits and doesn’t know what is going on

7. Suzanne - doing better - still has health issues - possible internal bleeding

8. Lisa - online school and doing her job, won’t be moving back until new year

9. Rita’s neighbor - continuing chemo treatment - Milt and Rita working to help neighbors - 

being a witness to them

10. Hannah’s brother Hank finding some relief for his stomach issues - moving mother back 

into the Gallup area - looking at finding a home before winter sets in so they are closer to 
take care of


9/4/22

1. April leaving Gallup tomorrow to head to Oregon

2. Winona - under the weather but feeling better

3. Window Rock school district was hacked and shut down the whole system

4. Holly got a job at Blakes and Ethan is working for a family - painting and ditch digging

5. Praise - Norma’s daughter and grandson are doing well

6. Norma experiencing some vertigo

7. Malone family taking care of animals - safety in traveling and working with the animals

8. Shelly - April’s neighbor - prayer for direction in her job and possible change


8/28/22

1. April and Ashley will be returning to Oregon this week




2. Casey - dealing with health issues and waiting to hear from the doctors

3. Jimmy and Angel returned home on Friday

4. Rita - praise for a safe trip home

5. Lisa - as she has many decisions to make in her life as she moves forward

6. Rita’s neighbor - Ian - has stage 4 cancer - Milt has been praying with him as he has gone 

through his treatments

7. Megan - safe travels as she comes back from Australia

8. Events in Afghanistan and Russia and Ukraine

9. Norma - Pam and Charles (daughter and grandson) getting over Covid

10. Traveling over Labor Day


8/21/22

1. Thankful for the rain

2. April, Tim, and Ashley - they are traveling from Oregon to ABQ

3. Raeanna’s cousin Valerie - very ill

4. Jimmy and Angel - in Washington - Jimmy is teaching

5. Josh - in Tempe - working but dropped out of college - working on getting certified in 

electricity

6. Those who are taking classes - students and school


8/14/22

1. Melia and McKinsey - pray for strength and that they find the Lord in a time of grieving after 

losing their mother

2. Pray for our churches - the truth of God’s Word be heard and preached

3. Brandi is back to work after covid

4. Casey - still testing to find out the problems with the thyroid - tumor on pituitary gland

5. Ethan and Holly for jobs or school

6. Praise - for good start at school this week

7. The Shirelson family - things coming together in Houston - Lisa still seeking how to sell 

house, move furnishings - continued healing through the mourning process

8. Living in a world where Christians are going to be persecuted - be ready, be bold - pray for 

the Jewish people

9. Navajo Nation - gathering of the nations - stirring up the people - appealing to emotions


Jan Markell - Understanding the Times

olivetreeviews.org

Oneplace.com


8/7/22

1. Schools starting - health, safety, adjustments - teachers and students

2. Winona - starting online college - prayer for wisdom, understanding

3. Rain - praise and prayer for more

4. People in Kentucky - that are being flooded

5. Praise - for safe travel for Lisa and Rita back to Houston - cleaning, sorting through things, 

preparations for moving back to Window Rock, guidance, direction - Rita flying back to 
ABQ on the 23


7/31/22

1. Jim and Linda - nice time with family


http://olivetreeviews.org


2. Wedding went well weather wise - God would somehow be glorified through their life

3. People who are recovering - Jim, April, Tim, Ashley

4. Janice Williams - in hospital with pancreatitis

5. Hilltop - starts with teachers tomorrow - pray for staff

6. Praise - for the rain we have gotten

7. People in Kentucky - floods - people who have lost loved ones

8. Jeraleen - Ethan and Holly - God’s direction in their lives

9. Brandi - Bonnie’s daughter - has Covid, Casey - Bonnie’s daughter-in-law problems with 

thyroid

10. Clarice - prayer for children and grandchildren for salvation, guidance, and peace

11. Upcoming elections for the Navajo Nation and the state


7/17/22

1. Jeremy’s wedding is coming up on the 26th - Jim’s sister is flying in Friday

2. No Sunday Fellowship or Monday - Colossians next week (24th and 25th)

3. Shirleson’s - spending time with Lisa - Lisa will be traveling back to Houston on the 22nd - 

Rita will be spending a month with her in Houston - planning to move back to Window 
Rock area (maybe by the end of the year) - Milt will be alone during this time


4. Rain - desperately need it

5. Jim - dealing with stomach issues

6. Eugene Chee - fell off a ladder 3 weeks ago - having pain and can’t lay down

7. Continued prayer for wisdom for Jim and Dee


7/10/22

1. Raeanna - traveling

2. Shirleson family - continued strength during this time of grieving

3. Praise - Gina feeling better

4. Events for the Maiorano family at the end of this month - Jim’s sister and husband traveling 

on the 22 to NM and Jeremy is getting married on the 26th

5. Jimmy’s travel - CO for active shooter classes

6. Praises for rain

7. Josie - going through a difficult time dealing with ill mother - her mother is failing health in 

hospital - safety for them traveling back and forth

8. Norma’s niece - had a baby which passed away in five days - pray for strength for family

9. Holly helping at Broken Arrow Bible Ranch

10. Gateway Community Church

11. Continued prayers for Dee and her husband, Jim, as decisions need to be made about 

treatment for cancer and other health concerns


7/3/22

1. Shirelson family - Milt and Rita are home and Lisa is with them for a time - praise for safe 

travel and nice memorial service - Lisa as she looks to what she needs to do moving on

2. Praise the Lord for the rain

3. Traveling safety - for those who are celebrating this weekend

4. Fire season

5. Keith - his foot continues to feel better - making progress


6/26/22

1. Overturn of Roe V Wade - unrest in our country




2. Birthdays - Ashley’s birthday - Linda, Jim, Jeremy, Winona, Bonnie’s daughter Brandy and 
granddaughter Payton


3. Continued prayers for the Shirleson family - memorial was on Thursday for Alonzo

4. Praise God for rain and need for continued rain

5. Praise for Gina and family - they are feeling better - strength as she goes back to work

6. Praise to our great and mighty God!


6/19/22

1. Praise for safe travels - Jim and Linda’s return

2. Praise for the rain

3. Fathers on Father’s Day

4. Those who are recovering from Covid - Milt and Rita, Gina and Michael

5. Praise - Jimmy won the election

6. Mike and Marlene’s safe move to Minnesota

7. Lisa’s husband Alonzo passed away on June 13th - memorial on the 24th - Milt and Rita 

have been confined at home - prayer for all the family as they grieve and continue to make 
plans - the girls are all together right now (Jaime and Suzanne) - Milt and Rita flying out on 
the 22nd


6/5/22

1. Praise God for the truth that God has revealed through His Word and His Spirit

2. Boldness to stand against Satan’s lies

3. Hannah - trip out of town for medical emergency for her brother Hank

4. Safe travel - Jim and Linda heading for PA

5. Suzanne - appointments went well - had screen removed - Rita will be traveling back home 

on Wed - Shirleson family

6. Jaime and her husband; Lisa and Alonzo - strength and encouragement - Alonzo isn’t 

doing well

7. Jimmy - elections on Tuesday


5/29/22

1. Raeanna and her family at cattle round-up this weekend

2. Milt was preaching at Hunter’s Point

3. Shirleson family - feeling the attack of Satan - prayer for Suzanne has tests this week, Lisa 

for strength as she cares for Alonzo, Alonzo’s strength, Jamie and her family

4. Graduations and traveling

5. Families in TX after shooting

6. Keith’s foot is healing after surgery

7. Tom and Yazzie families in Rock Springs - lost 2 loved ones this week


5/22/22

1. Raeanna - traveling

2. Rita and Milt at Good News mission

3. Suzanne continues to improve - two procedures June 2, 3

4. Alonzo has been able to stand and sit in wheelchair - getting stronger

5. Graduations, end of school, Memorial Day - lots of traveling and excitement - safety and 

wisdom

6. Winona’s supervisor - still having trouble with his leg after surgery - very discouraged




7. Keith - surgery went well - continued appointments - having a lot of pain - stay off the foot, 
lay with it elevated


8. Terrible winds - no rain here


5/15/22

1. Praise for safe travel

2. Graduations coming up

3. Continued prayer for Linda’s brother, Keith - upcoming surgery on Thursday - continued 

healing - this will cause them to look to the Lord

4. Colossians begins tomorrow night 

5. Fires and those being impacted by them


5/8/22

1. Praise God for our mothers

2. Alonzo - a long process of recovery at home, ability to encourage Lisa - knowledge and 

patience for all the family - Suzanne continued medical appointments - she is walking every 
day and she is working from home


3. Students as they get close to the end of school - those graduating

4. Raeanna - praise for good report on her health

5. Linda’s travel back to NM on Tuesday

6. Those being displaced because of fire - state of NM stepping up to help those families that 

are affected - the terrible winds that are compounding the problem


5/1/22

1. Praise for Linda’s safe trip

2. Prayer for Linda’s brother - Keith - that he would look to God through this - wisdom

3. Prayer for Jim and Linda as we seek to minister to others

4. Those who will be graduating and being promoted - stress and anxiety that presses on our 

youth today

5. Suzanne and Alonzo - continued recovery and encouragement and support from their 

families and friends

6. Mother’s day coming up next Sunday

7. Continue prayer for loved ones who need the Lord in their lives - those who will speak the 

truth to them - the Lord would give us the words

8. Fires that are burning in the west - brown haze over the area - those fighting the fires

9. Need rain in the south west - praise for what has come


4/24/22

1. Pray for the turmoil our world is in with these plans with the homosexual revolution - we 

need to love but we need to confront in truth

2. Rita - continued prayer for Suzanne and Alonzo (Lisa - strength to bear the burden of care)

3. Praise for the Larsen’s travel

4. Linda’s travel to FL to see her sister, Bonnie - Zoom only for the next two weeks

5. Rain!

6. The many people that are being evacuated because of the massive fires - CA, NV, AZ, NM




4/17/22

1. Barry and Gail - Gail recovering from a fall

2. Good Seders on both Friday and Saturday

3. Rita - Suzanne - still healing and fighting with health - trying to see the liver specialist - 

Alonzo - for the whole the family

4. Larsen’s traveling tomorrow - as well as Raeanna’s sister, Gloria

5. Raeanna’s family gathering today - Being a witness for Christ in the midst of the 

celebrations

6. Celebration of Christ’s resurrection

7. Winona’s supervisor - praying and taking a stand for Christ and taking heat for it from the 

coworkers - told he can’t do that

8. Jimmy - to be a light to the people that he meets each day

9. Norma’s family - that they reminded of what Christ did for each of us

10. All the unsaved family members, friends - they we are other can witness to them


4/10/22

1. The Seders - Friday night from 6-8 in person; Saturday night ZOOM only 5-7 PM

2. Jimmy - as he continues his bid for Sheriff

3. Student testing at Hilltop

4. Clarice - Tiffany went through a rehab - now in a home that is working with her

5. Raeanna - pray for Joshua as he makes decisions for his life


4/3/22

1. President Nez that when he gets the marriage act document he will veto it - pray that they 

will do the right thing

2. Debbie’s sister Lenora - difficulty with her landlord

3. Rose Henderson’s mom is recovering in a home via physical therapy

4. Praise - that Jim wasn’t injured when a drunk driver took out the poles in the middle of the 

road

5. Carissa’s son - driving to Los Lunas - safety in travel

6. Passover Seder - in person on the April 15th, online with Zoom on Saturday the 16th, 

Sunday Fellowship as normal


3/27/22

1. Remember those who are suffering with allergies

2. Continue to pray for the unstableness of the world

3. Pray for our loved ones and family members that are not saved

4. Alonzo - continued health issues - couldn’t even speak, can now speak and fluid is 

beginning to leave his body

5. Suzanne did well with a full week of work - still tired

6. Gateway Community Church - opened up on Wednesday, having a pot luck, 

7. Council of the Navajo Nation - amending the marriage act - adding all the gay/lesbian/trans 

etc - tomorrow or Tuesday the council votes and Nez has the opportunity to okay or veto

8. Jimmy’s run for Sheriff - June 7th


3/20/22

1. Prayer for those in Russia and Ukraine - and all those is surrounding areas




2. Suzanne is in remission - worked for 3 days

3. Alonzo - still in the hospital with health issues other than cancer and chemo - Lisa would 

have patience and trust that God is in control

4. Students - spring break - school work - finishing up the year

5. Holly - dealing with allergies (all those who have these problems)

6. Continued prayer for Gateway Community Church - Bible teaching pastor


3/13/22

1. Julia - relative fell and hit their head - blood in the brain; Art continues to take care of his 

parents; Gateway Community Church - in need of a Bible teaching pastor

2. Praise God - Elsie and Melvin with us today

3. Praise - for the beautiful weather and the snow

4. Suzanne, Alonzo - continued healing

5. Pray for those in the Ukraine - God’s word to get to them

6. Family members that are unsaved - that God will continue to work in their lives

7. Financial trouble coming - continue to trust in the Lord and be His light to the world which 

needs hope


3/6/22

1. Praise the Lord for the snow!

2. Ukraine

3. Prices going up, fuel, food

4. Boldness to speak the Word to the world - give them hope!

5. Alonzo - side effects from chemo - appoint about radiation

6. Suzanne - appoints with doctors - possibly going to work March 16


 
2/27/22

1. Ukraine - and the people that are suffering there

2. Praise for Gina - better week at work

3. Mountain lion in Gina’s neighborhood

4. Suzanne - heard from oncologist - not seeing signs of cancer

5. Alonzo starting chemo tomorrow

6. Raeanna - relative (about 20) was in car accident on Friday - still in hospital

7. Elsie - home and doing well


2/20/22

1. Kevin and the Guiett’s continuing to improve in health

2. Rita - Suzanne still waiting to hear from the oncologist

3. Rita - Lisa’s husband Alonzo - neck/head cancer - starting chemo - almost a year after 

Suzanne’s diagnosis - really struggling - faith, strength, wisdom for family

4. Elsie - at home and continuing to recover from the infection

5. Praise - we have 5 new healthy goat kids - did have problems with some but all is well

6. Irene - continued healing for eyes and foot

7. Praise God for His faithfulness and bringing light into these dark days

8. Jeraleen, Holly, Ethan - Ethan and Holly’s dad passed away - been some trying times - 

strength and wisdom while going through some rough patches - walk in God’s ways

9. Gina - protection, wisdom in her job - seeing things that are not right and needing to 

investigate cases to get justice for the patients - not to bring those burdens home




2/13/22

1. Sam turns 21 today

2. Guiett’s - have been sick with Covid - recovering quickly

3. Kevin - also recovering from Covid

4. Suzanne - did CT scan and blood work on Thursday - waiting to hear results

5. Raeanna’s job - wisdom in how to deal with situations at school

6. Norma’s older sister - has a mountain lion coming around house and killing animals


2/6/22

1. Praise for the puppies that were born on Tuesday

2. Suzanne’s pulmonology appointment moved to next week - the oncologist said her liver 

enzymes are high - cancer or blockage - having difficulty scheduling appointments to 
check


3. Lula is home from hospital


1/30/22

1. Continued prayer for Debbie’s son Michael

2. Prayers for our wayward children or loved ones

3. Praise - Elsie released from hospital

4. Carissa’s son - guidance, wisdom

5. Praise - getting answers for Linda’s foot

6. Joseph - Scottie’s son’s family - healing from illness

7. Praise - Maggies husband is doing well

8. Lula Watson - Covid and her heart - flew her to Chandler - Winona’s supervisor’s sister

9. Rita - Suzanne has a pulmonologist appointment on Wed to check on the blood clots - if 

they are gone - she will be able to travel and come up here in our high altitude - Thurs is 
her oncologist appointment


1/23/22

1. Irene’s eye surgery went well - pray for recovery time

2. Praise for safety as Raeanna traveled

3. Family that is recovering from Covid 

4. Steve and Laura - day 4 of Covid

5. Maggie and her family - husband is sick

6. Debbie - looking for another job, her son Michael - that he would soften his heart toward 

the Lord

7. Suzanne still doing well - patience as she recovers - oncologist appointment on Feb 3, 

possible going to work March 3

8. Some family members of Rita - testing positive for Covid

9. Happy Birthday Raeanna - continue following the Lord

10. Gina - new position going well

11. Internet working better


1/16/22

1. Sylvia - not recovering from Covid - has pneumonia

2. Raeanna - traveling - Joshua moved to Tempe

3. Irene’s eye surgery on the 19th




4. Winona’s supervisor - quadruple bypass and coming back to work after 3 months - healing 
of leg


5. Tammy Laughing - passed away - service is on Tuesday - pray for family

6. Navajo Nation government - wisdom in dealing with those in the workplace

7. I Thessalonians class - that things will go smoothly


1/9/22

1. Gina - traveling - new job - she is learning about the job and enjoying the challenge

2. Wisdom to deal with a health issue for Linda

3. Praise - Joshua feeling much better

4. I Thessalonians class - study beginning on Monday nights

5. Suzanne has a cardiologist appointment on Tuesday - doing well

6. Irene - eye surgery on January 19 - pray that all goes well


1/2/22

7. I & II Thes starts tomorrow

8. Continued healing for Linda’s foot

9. Safety that God has provided

10. Those who have lost homes and businesses - due to weather conditions

11. Jimmy Peterson and family

12. Suzanne - still improving - meets with cardiologist this week

13. Rita’s neighbors getting better

14. Gina starts her new job this week

15. Raeanna’s family - praise that she never got sick and her family is recovering well

16. Weather to get Ryan and Kadijah back to Phoenix


1/9/22

1. Gina - traveling - new job - she is learning about the job and enjoying the challenge

2. Wisdom to deal with a health issue for Linda

3. Praise - Joshua feeling much better

4. I Thessalonians class - study beginning on Monday nights

5. Suzanne has a cardiologist appointment on Tuesday - doing well

6. Irene - eye surgery on January 19 - pray that all goes well



